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Introduction 
    
     Ice Pictures is an album created collaboratively by John Jacobs, Charlotte Pugh and myself. It 

consists of twelve individual tracks made between October 2010 and August 2011. Below I will 

discuss the sound sources used, followed by an overview of the creative process. I will then 

provide a brief individual description of each track. The complete album can be found on the 

Data Drive.1 

 

Sound Sources 

 
     Everything you hear on Ice Pictures has been derived from three distinct sound sources, and 

the contrasting nature of these three sources was an important aspect of the project: 

 

• Source 1 (S1): improvisation sessions conducted in the gamelan rehearsal room at the 

University of York.  

• Source 2 (S2): recording sessions using gamelan instruments in the Trevor Jones 

recording studio at the University of York.  

• Source 3 (S3): Electronically generated sounds created through digital processing 

techniques applied to S1 and S2 recordings. 

 

   The two recording locations produced substantially different results. For example S1 Sessions 

were recorded in a ‘rough and ready’ way, with two stereo microphones positioned almost 

arbitrarily. As a result, they reveal the characteristic sound of the gamelan rehearsal room itself, 

with its specific acoustic identity. This includes occasional noise from outside the room, and 

frequent interjections from ambient sounds within; the central heating system became a bit of a 

sonic feature of the project! Such noise has value, as it contains information relating to the 

context of the creative process; recorded sound is also recorded time, a recording of a particular 

period of lived life and shared experience, and so these recordings are imprinted with a specific 

passage of time in a specific place. 

 

                                                
1 See:/DataDrive/Ice Pictures Media/Ice Pictures Bandcamp release/ 
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     In contrast the second set of recordings were made in a technically ‘superior’, soundproofed 

recording environment. Furthermore, higher quality microphones and preamps2 were used 

throughout. This led to both a reduction of noise and interference, and a lack of a ‘room’ sound. 

Whilst a clear identity in terms of time and place is an integral part of the S1 material, S2 

recordings are free from these characteristics, and so it is possible to capture ‘cleaner’ sounds 

devoid of an overt time/place specific context.  

 

     Electronic processing applied to S1 and S2 material constitutes the S3 family. This allows for 

a third sonic layer that can serve to blur boundaries between the two primary sound sources. 

The interplay and juxtaposition of the two contrasting recording styles and three different 

sound-worlds became an important part of the finished work. 

 

 

Overview of Creative Process 

 
     The conceptual starting point for Ice Pictures was to create a body of work inspired by visual 

art. The three musicians involved (Charlotte Pugh, Jon Hughes and John Jacobs) met 

regularly (roughly once every two weeks) over a two-month period. At each meeting selected 

images were discussed and used as a starting point for a recorded improvisation session. Figure 1 

and 3 show examples of notes taken in these sessions. Below I will refer to these initial sessions 

as S1 recording sessions. 

 

 
Figure 1: Notes from the improvisation session. 

 
     After several meetings, the material generated in the S1 sessions was then reviewed. Notes 

were taken, and promising ideas selected for further development.  

                                                
2 Neumann U87 and AKG 414 microphones together with Focusrite and Grace preamps. 
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     The next part of the process involved a number of recording sessions conducted in the 

Trevor Jones recording studio at the University of York Music Research Centre. This second 

set of recordings served one of two main purposes: either to recreate musical ideas captured in 

the earlier improvisation sessions, but this time using the sonically higher quality studio 

recording environment, or to add and create layers of new musical material to be used together 

with the original S1 recordings. Below I will refer to these sessions as S2 (Source 2) recording 

sessions. Figure 2 shows an image of one of these S2 sessions. 

 
     Once this material had been recorded, we then worked together as a group in the studio over 

several sessions in order to develop the work further. I then took the tracks away and worked 

on them in isolation, adding layers in terms of timbre and some new musical ideas, working with 

the digital audio workstation Reaper and employing various production techniques. Additional 

material generated by myself in the production process is referred to below as S3 (Source 3) 

material.  

 

 
Figure 2: Charlotte Pugh Playing Rebab in a Trevor  

Jones Studio recording session. 
 

 
Figure 3: Notes from the review sessions. 
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Description of Individual Pieces 
 

 

Ice Picture 1 

    
    ‘Ice Picture 1’ was developed from improvisations based on the image shown in figure 1 below:  
 

 
Figure 4: Photograph of ice by Charlotte Pugh. 

 
 
   The complete form of ‘Ice Picture 1’ can be seen in figure 5 below: 

 

 
Figure 5: ‘ Ice Picture 1,’ complete form. 

 
 

     The track opens with a texture constructed from an S1 recording, filtered to bring out the 

characteristic ambient sound of the room. At 0:07(G1 in figure 5), a gong sounds, accompanied 

by S3 sounds designed to emphasis and sustain the gong’s pitch. This gong tone is constructed 

from recordings of a pelog 4 kempul and higher pitch slendro 1 kempul. These tones combine to 

create the interval of a fourth, acting as a pedal. At 0:17, the gambang gonso sounds for the first 

time (Gbng 1 in figure 5). Interjections from the gambang are a prominent feature throughout 
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the piece, for example at 1:42, 2:56 and 4:11 (Gbng 4, 8 and 11 in figure 5). A bonang sounds at 

0:22 (marked Bng 1 in figure 5), a sound that returns later in the track. A second gong is struck 

at 0:28 (G2), immediately followed by the emergence of a sustained S3 sound pitched at pelog 4, 

generated from a suwukan sample. Following the third gong at 0:54 (G3) a new pitch centre is 

introduced with a slendro 2 suwukan struck six times from 1:09 to 1:51. The gambang responds 

to this with interjections at 1:25 and 1:42.  

 
     At 2:02 there is an important textural shift, with the new pedal note introduced by a kempul 

pelog 6, accompanied by S3 sounds generated from the same kempul recording. For the 

following section, from 2:02 to 3:20, the kempul pelog 6 alternates with a lower pitched kempul 

pelog 4, first heard at 2:18. At 2:29, the kempul pelog 6 returns, this time with an added kempul 

pelog 7 one note above. The pelog 4 is back at 2:51, before we return to the pelog 6 once more at 

2:58. The kempul pelog 4 comes back for the final time at 3:11 before the kempul 6 and 7 return 

at 3:20. At 3:50, there is the introduction of a higher pitched kempul 1 together with a kempul 7, 

which dominates the texture from here. Towards the end of the track, the ambient S1 texture 

first heard in the opening section returns to prominence.    

 
     Personnel: Gambang gonso: John Jacobs; bonang: Jon Hughes; gongs and kempuls: 

Charlotte Pugh Other sounds: Jon Hughes, John Jacobs, Charlotte Pugh. All production, 

electronics, recording and mixing: Jon Hughes. Composition: Jon Hughes, John Jacobs and 

Charlotte Pugh. 

 

 

Figure 6: Charlotte Pugh playing Rebab in a Trevor  
Jones recording session. 
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Ice Picture 2 

 
     ‘Ice Picture 2’ was derived from improvisations based on the picture shown in figure 1 above.  
 

 
Figure 7: ‘Ice Picture 2,’ complete form. 

 
     ‘Ice Picture 2’ is a combination of S1 and S2 recordings and S3 textural material. In contrast 

to ‘Ice Picture 1’, there is an overt use of electronically generated rhythmic sound throughout. 

The rhythm starts from the beginning of the track, embedded in a backdrop texture constructed 

from a number of different S1 recordings. Meandering low frequency pitch material is 

introduced at 0:20, which remain as background texture for the duration of the track. The main 

source of variation in the foreground is the gambang gonso, for example at 0:29, 0:46, 1:12, 2:54, 

4:24 (as marked on figure 7 above). ‘Ice Picture 2’ seeks to establish an atmosphere and stay 

there: there is not much in the way of linear narrative development. A static sound-world is 

established, then propelled forward by the driving force of the rhythm. 

 
     Personnel: Gambang gonso: John Jacobs; bonang: Jon Hughes; gongs and kempuls: 

Charlotte Pugh. Other sounds: Jon Hughes, John Jacobs, Charlotte Pugh. All production, 

electronics, recording and mixing: Jon Hughes. Composition: Jon Hughes, John Jacobs and 

Charlotte Pugh. 

 
 

Ice Picture 3 

 
     ‘Ice Picture 3’ was derived from improvisations based on the picture shown in figure 1 above. 
Figure 8 below shows the complete form: 
 
 

 
Figure 8: ‘Ice Picture 3,’ complete form. 

 
 
     ‘Ice Picture 3’ predominantly uses a single S1 recording, which runs continuously from the 

beginning to the end of the track. It has been mastered using EQ and compression. Some of the 
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tremolo gongs have been added from S2 recordings, in order to clarify material present in the 

original S1 material. Also, gambang gonso has been added from S2 recordings in a number of 

places.  

 

     The track opens using a filtered version of the original S1 track only, with an ostinato figure 

in the gambang gonso together with accompanying bonang in the foreground. At 0:17 a tremolo 

gong is sounded pitched at pelog 4, (GT 1 in figure 8) which is repeated at 0:29. A tremolo figure 

on the bonang becomes more prominent at 1:11, and there is a clear ‘clap’ sound from the 

ketcher at 1:19, the first example of a sound that features throughout the track. At 1:26, the 

gong tremolos appears again, but this time pitched at pelog 3. This is followed by the 

introduction of a pelog 3 ‘buzz’ tone from the gambang at 1:31. At 1:40 the pelog 4 gong tremolo 

returns once more. At 2:05, the gong tremolo changes pitch again, this time pitched at pelog 6. 

This is closely followed by a melodic motif from the bonang panerus, setting up an improvised 

dialogue from 2:14 and 3:35. It begins with a pelog 3 from the bonang panerus, which repeats 

until a pelog 2 is introduced at 2:24. These two notes are repeated until a 5 is added above the 3 

and 2 at 2:35. This motif is picked up by the bonang barung player at 2:36, who begins by 

playing a repeated pelog 5, followed by a 5 and 3 at 2:42, before adding an addition low pelog 2 

at 2:53. This motif is then repeated further until 3:35. This exchange serves as a good example of 

the kind of improvised dialogue that occurs in many tracks on the album. 

 

     At 3:09 there is another tremolo gong, pitched at pelog 4. This returns again at 3:35 (GT 7 in 

figure 8) where the tremolo is sustained until 5:19. Over this pedal, metallic sounds dominate, 

first heard at 3:40. In addition, the pelog 3 ‘buzz’ tone returns at 3:44 and becomes a feature. 

The texture thins out once the tremolo gong fades away at 5:19. For the final minute we are left 

with only the original S1 recording. 

 

     Personnel: Gambang gonso, bonang barung: John Jacobs; bonang panerus, ketcher: Jon 

Hughes; gongs and kempuls: Charlotte Pugh. Other sounds: Jon Hughes, John Jacobs, 

Charlotte Pugh. All production, electronics, recording and mixing: Jon Hughes. Composition: 

Jon Hughes, John Jacobs and Charlotte Pugh. 
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Bonang Triangle 1 and 2 

    
     ‘Bonang Triangle 1’ and ‘Bonang Triangle 2’ were created in response to the drawing shown 

in figure 9 below: 

 

 
Figure 9: Drawing by Charlotte Pugh. 

 
     In our discussions regarding the drawing and how it was made, Charlotte talked about her 

creative process. This involved starting with a single line or image on the page, and then 

allowing a form to grow naturally out from that point of initiation in an unplanned way. The 

emphasis is on her drawing process being intuitive; the finished image is not pre-planned, 

beyond initial decisions regarding materials and style. For example, she might decide to do a line 

drawing on white paper using a particular sized black ink pen. In this way, the parameters are 

set at the start, but the image itself is not planned: that arises naturally once the selected pen is 

put to paper. Following these discussions, we began as a group to think about ways in which we 

might replicate this approach in our music making.  

 

     We decided to set our parameters by selecting a specific bonang instrument each, and to 

arrange the bonangs in a triangle, in which the three players would face one another. We found 

this arrangement to be preferable for improvisation as compared to the usual bonang set up, 

which is a square, in which players sit with their backs to one another. This triangular 

configuration can be seen in the notes from the studio review session (see figure 1 above). 

 

    We focussed on the idea that the final form would develop intuitively, in an unplanned way, 

outwards from an initial starting point. In the original S1 session, we devised a number of 

different improvisational frameworks, or sets of rules, each relating to this concept. After 

reviewing the recorded S1 material at a later date, we decided to record three different 

improvisations following three different sets of rules in the subsequent S2 studio recording 

sessions. Of these three, two made it onto the final album. Only these recorded S2 

improvisations were used in the final pieces, mixed and mastered with some artificial reverb.  
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Bonang Triangle 1 

   
     The rule for ‘Bonang Triangle 1’ was as follows:  
 

 Create a short phrase. Repeat, adding to the phrase from the centre.  

 

     Each player was asked to follow this rule while listening and responding to the other two 

players. The form that resulted can be seen in figure 10 below: 

 

 

 
Figure 10: ‘Bonang Triangle 1,’ complete form. 

 

     Phrase 1 develops into phrase 2 by the procedure of repeating phrase 1, but inserting a small 

amount of new improvised material into the centre; so phrase 2 has the same beginning and end 

as phrase 1. This process was repeated to create the final six phrases.  

 
Bonang Triangle 2 

 

     The rule for ‘Bonang Triangle 2’ was as follows:  

 

 Play a note. Repeat, adding something. Build a phrase in this way, adding a portion at each repetition.  

 

 Our realisation of the piece resulted in the form illustrated in figure 11 below: 

 

 
Figure 11: ‘Bonang Triangle 2,’ complete form. 
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     Personnel: Bonang slendro barung: John Jacobs; bonang slendro panerus: Jon Hughes; 

bonang pelog barung: Charlotte Pugh. Other sounds: Jon Hughes, John Jacobs, Charlotte 

Pugh. All production, electronics, recording and mixing: Jon Hughes. Composition: Jon 

Hughes, John Jacobs and Charlotte Pugh. 

 
 

Dark to Light Picture 

 
   ‘Dark to Light Picture’ was created in response to the photograph in figure 12 below: 
 

 
Figure 12: Photograph by Charlotte Pugh. 

 
     One method we employed to find ways of using the pictures creatively was to write lists of 

attributes, feelings or observations relating to each image. One such attribute identified 

regarding the picture in figure 12 was ‘light emerging from darkness’. This was translated into the 

musical idea of a piece in which there is a clear sense of contrast between two different sections, 

one light and one dark. Furthermore, the second, lighter section would emerge out of the first, 

darker section. Initial experiments in the S1 session proved fruitful, and were supplemented by 

S2 studio recordings in the final piece. Figure 13 below shows the complete form of the finished 

piece:  

 
Figure 13: ‘Dark to Light Picture,’ complete form. 
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     The track opens with a five-second long loop of S1 material which repeats until 0:24. At 0:11, 

an S3 pulse is introduced, made from processed S2 sounds. This pulse continues throughout the 

piece, and anchors it to a slendro 3 drone for the first two minutes and seven seconds. The first 

of several S2 suling phrases appears at 0:24. At 0:37, S2 recordings of a ‘chiming’ sound are 

introduced, made by playing the gender without pads on the mallets which results in a more 

‘metallic’ sound. Other sounds that feature in the piece include a ‘clattering’ S1 sound, first 

heard at 0:49, created by using wooden mallets on the wooden bonang frame combined with 

some digital delay. At 0:59 a second entry of the suling is shortly followed by two kempul 

strikes: a kempul pelog 5 at 1:07, and a pelog 6 at 1:13.   

 

     A more significant change begins at 2:07, intended to be the contrasting, emerging ‘light’ 

texture: the drone shifts from slendro 3 to pelog 5, new material appears from the suling at 2:10 

in a lower tessitura, whilst a second suling plays phrases starting at 2:24 (S2), moving to a 

higher tessitura. Another important element in this second section of the track is the clear 

emergence of a gender ‘chiming’ sound: first heard at 0:37 at a lower pitch (pelog 7 and 6), the 

gender chime returns at 2:22, with pitches pivoting around slendro 1, pelog 5 and pelog 4, 

decorated using other pitches that fall outside of the gamelan due to transposition caused by 

pitch shifting in Reaper. In Western notation, the phrase can be rendered as follows: 

 

 

 
Figure 14: Gender chime phrase. 

 
 
     The A♭ in figure 14 is roughly equivalent to a pelog 5, the G to a pelog 4, the C to a slendro 

1, and the D♭ and E♭ fall outside the pitches of the gamelan. At the end of the piece, from 

3:07, we hear a clear return to the ambient rehearsal room loop first heard in the initial 24 

seconds of the opening.  

 

     Personnel: Gender: John Jacobs; gongs and kempuls: Jon Hughes; suling: Charlotte Pugh. 

Other sounds: Jon Hughes, John Jacobs, Charlotte Pugh. All production, electronics, 

recording and mixing: Jon Hughes. Composition: Jon Hughes, John Jacobs and Charlotte 

Pugh. 
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Three Short Textures 

 
     ‘Three Short Textures’ was created predominantly using S1 recordings. The idea for this 

piece did not relate directly from any one picture, but emerged from the improvisation process. 

The concept was to develop ‘micro textures’: short, free standing textures that might provide 

new material that could be developed into more extended pieces. The three micro-textures 

chosen to complete ‘Three Short Textures’ were particularly successful examples of this process 

edited together into a single track. Some processing was used on the third micro-texture: a little 

reverb on the rebab line. The complete form can be seen in figure 15 below: 

 

 
Figure 15: ‘Three Short Textures,’ complete form. 

 
     The first texture (0:00–0:17) consists of improvised gender, bonang and gamelan gonso. The 

second texture (0:17–0:39) consists of kempuls, bonang and gender. The third texture (0:39–

1:06) consists of kempuls, rebab (with some reverb and processing added) and gender.  

 

     Personnel: 

Texture 1: Gender: John Jacobs; bonang: Jon Hughes; gambang gonso: Charlotte Pugh. 

Texture 2: Gender: John Jacobs; bonang: Jon Hughes; gongs and kempuls: Charlotte Pugh. 

Texture 3: Gender: John Jacobs; gongs and kempuls: Jon Hughes; rebab: Charlotte Pugh. 

Other sounds: Jon Hughes, John Jacobs, Charlotte Pugh. All production, electronics, 

recording and mixing: Jon Hughes. Composition: Jon Hughes, John Jacobs and Charlotte 

Pugh. 
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Atlas 

    
     ‘Atlas’ was derived directly from a short ‘micro-texture’ (see ‘Three Short Textures’ above), 

used as the basis for a more extended track. 

 

 
Figure 16: ‘Atlas’ complete form. 

 
     ‘Atlas’ begins with an initial opening section that uses S2 recordings (0:00−0:47), consisting 

of a gender ostinato, rebab, and a gong tremolo. Following this, the gong at 0:47 signals the 

introduction of the original S1 recording of the micro-texture, which is looped and used as the 

basis for the track. The slendro 2 gong at 0:47 is repeated a further fifteen times through to the 

end of the track. From 0:47, the S1 micro-texture is combined with a dense fabric of S2 

recordings, including a new gender ostinato and repeating rebab phrase, both of which remain 

for the duration of the track. A separate, slow-moving melodic rebab line, time-stretched and 

heavily processed using reverb and EQ, is introduced at 0:53, becoming more apparent from 

1:04, and rising in tessitura considerably from 2:10. From 2:01, a new slendro 5 gong tone 

appears (marked NG1 in figure 16) articulating a bentuk marked by three gongs. Figure 16 above 

shows the complete form, with the cycles of bentuk indicated using brackets. A long fade out, 

beginning at 4:40, brings the track to a close. 

 
     Personnel: Gender: John Jacobs; gongs and kempuls: Jon Hughes; rebab: Charlotte Pugh. 

Other sounds: Jon Hughes, John Jacobs, Charlotte Pugh. All production, electronics, 

recording and mixing: Jon Hughes. Composition: Jon Hughes, John Jacobs and Charlotte 

Pugh. 
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Year Zero 

 

     ‘Year Zero’ was created in response to the drawing in figure 2 above, more specifically the 

detail of figure 2 shown in figure 17 below: 

 

 
Figure 17: Detail from drawing by Charlotte Pugh (original drawing in figure 2). 

 
     In the second improvisation session, John Jacobs had the idea of using the bonang slendro 

barung to create phrases inspired by the ‘bobbly’ quality shown in the image above. Charlotte 

Pugh then improvised responses to these phrases on the suling.  

 

 
Figure 18: ‘Year Zero’ complete form. 

 
     The basic bonang phrase moves from a low slendro 3 up to a high slendro 1 via slendro 5 and 

6, and then back down to the slendro 3, before returning once again to the high slendro 1 to 

finish. Four variations of this phrase are played, each followed by a response from the suling. At 

the end of the fourth phrase, the suling cadences on a slendro 3.  

 

     Once the material described above had been developed in the S1 session, it was rerecorded in 

the S2 studio session before being edited, mixed and mastered with a little artificial reverb. ‘Year 

Zero’ uses an edited version of the S2 recording: in the original recording a lot more phrases 

were generated. These additional phrases did not go to waste however: they were used in ‘One 

or Several Wolves?’. 

 

Personnel: Gender: John Jacobs; suling: Charlotte Pugh. Recording and mixing: Jon Hughes. 

Composition: Jon Hughes, John Jacobs and Charlotte Pugh. 
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One or Several Wolves? 

    
     In ‘One or Several Wolves?’ the original S2 material used in ‘Year Zero’ is developed in a 

different way using electronic processing and production techniques. The original S2 material 

(as presented in ‘Year Zero’) was entirely the work of John Jacobs and Charlotte Pugh, 

whereas ‘One or Several Wolves?’ is entirely the work of Jon Hughes, using ‘Year Zero’ as 

source material, combined with some other gamelan recordings such as the alternating 

kamarnak pitches first heard at 0:16 and the reversed saron at 0:13. Figure 19 below shows the 

complete form: 

 

  
Figure 19: ‘One or Several Wolves?’ complete form. 

 

     The S3 rhythm first heard at the opening of the track and subsequently played throughout 

was generated using S2 recordings of a bonang rhythm filtered to bring out lower frequencies. 

This was then looped, and processed using Native Instruments’ Absynth. At 0:16 a pair of 

alternating karmarnak pitches are introduced, starting with a slendro 1 at 0:16, and a slendro 6 

at 0:19. This is followed by the first suling phrase at 0:26. From then on the form of the suling 

and bonang phrases follows the sequence laid out in figure 13 (‘Year Zero’ complete form), up 

until 1:24. From then on, additional phrases are used that are not heard in ‘Year Zero.’  

 

     The structure of the track is constructed from nine repeats of a bentuk, marked using 

brackets in figure 19, and indicated sonically by the repeated periodic gong strikes (for example 

at 0:51, 1:40 and 2:30). Figure 20 below shows this bentuk in more detail: 

 

Figure 20: ‘One or Several Wolves?’ bentuk. 
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      The bentuk is marked by three kempuls pitched at slendro 6, and a terminating gong ageng. 

The first kempul is also accompanied by a reverse saron sound pitched at pelog 4 (0:14 in figure 

20). Shortly before the third kempul, a ketuk is sounded (0:33 in figure 20).  

 

     Personnel: Gender: John Jacobs; Suling: Charlotte Pugh; Other sounds: Jon Hughes, John 

Jacobs, Charlotte Pugh. All production, electronics, recording and mixing: Jon Hughes 

Composition: Jon Hughes, John Jacobs and Charlotte Pugh 

 

 

              Sand Circles 

    
     ‘Sand Circles’ was inspired by the photograph displayed in figure 21 below: 
 
 

 
Figure 21: picture taken by Charlotte Pugh. 

 

     In one of the S1 improvisation sessions, I developed a technique in an attempt to capture 

something of the quality of the sand circles in the image above. It involved playing upturned 

bonang gongs using a wooden mallet, moving it around the rim of the instrument in a circular 

motion. The other two players responded to this initial idea in the improvisation. The original S1 

improvisation that emerged is used as the basis for the finished piece. The complete form of 

‘Sand Circles’ is shown in figure 22 below: 

 
Figure 22: ‘Sand Circles’ complete form. 
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     As shown in figure 22 above, the piece can be divided into three sections, labelled A, B, A. In 

the two A sections, the rebab plays melodic phrases in the foreground, punctuated by gong 

strokes, embedded within a background comprising of S1 recordings. In the B section, the S1 

material moves into the foreground, with some shorter introjections from the rebab. Elements 

from the S1 recordings can be heard clearly at the start, with the high frequency scraping sound 

in the background. This then becomes more prominent in the B section, moving into the 

foreground, and is joined by other percussive S1 sounds.  

 
     The S1 recordings are used continuously, from 0:00 to 2:13, before the initial A section is 

repeated from 2:13 to 3:27. S2 sounds added to the S1 backdrop include: gambang gonso, first 

heard at 0:06, rebab, first heard at 0:09, and numerous gong-like tones heard throughout, for 

example at 0:05 and 0:34. The gong tones are important harmonically, moving in pitch from 

slendro 1 at 0:05 to 0:34 (marked Gs1 in figure 22) to pelog 5 at 0:51 (Gp5), back to a high 

slendro 1 at 0:59, pelog 5 at 1:01, then to pelog 4 at 1:04, before returning to pelog 5 at 1:10. The 

B section is dominated by the low slendro 3 (Gs3 at 1:21, 1:35, 1:51 and 2:07), before returning 

the slendro 1 at 2:13 for the repeat of the A section.    

 
     Personnel: Gambang gonso: John Jacobs; bonang: Jon Hughes; rebab: Charlotte Pugh. 

Other sounds: Jon Hughes, John Jacobs, Charlotte Pugh. All production, electronics, 

recording and mixing: Jon Hughes. Composition: Jon Hughes, John Jacobs and Charlotte 

Pugh. 
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Gunderlay 

    
     ‘Gunderlay’ was created from an idea first developed in the experimental S1 sessions. It came 

from a concept of John Jacob’s involving the creation of two gender ostinatos, one in each of 

two contrasting laras, slendro and pelog. Each ostinato consists of two interlocking parts played 

simultaneously by gender barung and panerus.  

 

     The final piece can be divided into three clear sections: the introduction, the slendro section 

and the pelog section.Divisions between sections are marked by a reversed gong leading 

towards the destination point of a gong strike, at 0:34, 3:20 and 5:56 shown in figure 23 below: 

 

 
Figure 23: ‘Gunderlay,’ complete form. 

 
 
     The initial introductory section runs from 0:00 to the first gong strike at 0:34. Sounds from 

the gambang gonso are introduced here, along with the rebab. The tail of the reversed gong can 

be heard emerging at 0:22. After the gong strike at 0:34, the gender barung ostinato emerges at 

0:42, and the interlocking gender panerus ostinato emerges at 0:56. The slenthem enters at 1:04, 

and the rebab at 1:27. The texture then gradually thickens and builds towards the second gong 

strike at 3:20. The pelog gender barung ostinato then begins at 3:36, with the panerus joining it 

at 3:48, and the slenthem at 3:53. The rebab enters at 3:57, but this time there are multiple rebab 

tracks. The track builds towards the final gong at 5:56 at which point it fades to a close. 

 

     In terms of source material used, the ostinatos were developed by John Jacobs and Charlotte 

Pugh in the intial experimental rehearsal sessions. Jon Hughes then developed the slenthem line 

by improvising alongside this material. The basic ideas for the piece were developed in this way, 

and then everything was rerecorded in the S2 recording sessions. The gender ostinatos were 

processed using EQ and compression to create additional rhythmic and textural S3 material. S2 
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gambang gonso sounds were also recorded to add interesting textural elements, and S2 rebab 

was also used throughout.  

 
     Personnel: Gender slendro and pelog barung: John Jacobs; slenthem: Jon Hughes; gender 

slendro and pelog panerus: Charlotte Pugh. Other sounds: Jon Hughes, John Jacobs, Charlotte 

Pugh. All production, electronics, recording and mixing: Jon Hughes. Composition: Jon 

Hughes, John Jacobs and Charlotte Pugh. 

 
 

 

 

Figure 24: Artwork made for Ice Pictures CD cover by Jon Hughes and Charlotte Pugh. 
 


